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About This Game

This game is a point and click, sandbox erotic RPG set on an island where rich and successful women spend their time, enjoying
luxury facilities and sun-kissed beaches. You're a young man born into a rich and powerful family who has grown tired of the
pressures they put on you. Hungry for new experiences and adventures, you decide to escape from your daily grind and set off
on a journey of discovery. Your first destination is an island of Angelane, otherwise known as the Bikini Island. There will be

many quests, many NPCs to interact with and many puzzles to solve!

Have great fun solving the problems as the island handyman

Interact with many cute girls in the game.

Captivating storyline and many quests!

Start romances with the female NPCs!

Beautiful renders to allow you to fully immerse in this happy world!
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Right now, the game is just a little over an hour long. There are several locations you can't visit at all and the game kind of ends
abruptly at the moment so there definitely needs to be some more content added in the future but if I'm judging the game just
based off of it's current state and price point, I have to recommend it.

The time I spent with it was fun, I was enjoying the story (for the most part), and generally would like to see where this is going
to go. I'm definitely invested now that I've experienced the abrupt end. I just hope they get the chance to continue the story so
it's not left on a cliffhanger like it is now. If you enjoy visual novels with some light puzzle elements I think there's a good bit to
like with this one especially considering it's price. You could find a lot worse games that cost a lot more.

If you're still on the fence, I've started a video series on Youtube you can watch and decide for yourselves if this is something
you might like:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mXsj0u0_wFQ&list=PL08FwntTpxPArICnE5LQP4q3TEtsIJBa0
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